Mundakopanishad
Mantra 3.1.7

b&h½ tiÎVymicNTyêp<
sUúma½ tTsUúmtr< ivÉait,
Ërat! suËre tidhaiNtke c
pZyiTSvhEv iniht< guhayam!. 3.1.7.
båhacca taddivyamacintyarüpaà
sükñmäcca tatsükñmataraà vibhäti .
dürät sudüre tadihäntike ca
paçyatsvihaiva nihitaà guhäyäm. (3.1.7)
tat -- that; båhat -- is limitless; divyam -- pure consciousness;
ca -- and; acintyarüpam -- not available for thinking;
tat -- that; süñmät -- than the subtle; ca -- and;
vibhäti -- reveals itself in many forms; tat -- that;
dürät -- than the remote; sudüre -- is very far;
iha -- here; antike ca -- and near;
çyatsu -- in the conscious beings; iha -- here; eva -- only;
äptakämäù -- those who have fulfilled their desires;
nihitam -- placed; guhäyäm --in the buddhi
That Brahman is limitless, pure consciousness and is not available for a thought. It is subtler
than the subtlest and reveals itself in many forms. It is very far from what is remote, and is
very near here, right now in the body. In all conscious beings, it is present here in the buddhi.
Tad båhat ca: it is limitless. The word 'tat' means the ätman under discussion. Since it is limitless, there is no path involved here. Nor is it located in the buddhi. The buddhi is only a means to understand Brahman. So, the çruti knocks off the very concept of location by saying båhat. Any object
which has a location in space, is limited because it is only in one place. Brahman is not in space, but
space is Brahman. Brahman is, Brahman is everything. It is the meaning of båhat. There is nothing
bigger than Brahman, and being limitless, it is one. there cannot be limitlessness plus oneself.
Divyam: not worldly, self-effulgent. Pure consciousness is the nature of ätman. It is the svarüpa,
the nature, of the knower. Çaìkara explains it alternatively as that which is not an object for the
senses.165 Whatever one experiences belongs to this world; ätman, not being an object of experience,
is divya.
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Acintya-rüpam : not an object of thought. Anything that possesses jäti species, guëa, quality, kriyä,
action, or sanbandha, relationship, can be objectified by a thought. There are not many Brahmans, so it does
not fall under any species. Brahman does not have any quality or action or any relationship because Brahman
is nirguëa, free of any attributes; niñkriyä, free of any action and asaìga, unassociated. It means Brahman is not
available as an object of a given thought, like a pot. Every object is an object is an object of consciousness.
Brahman is the nature of the subject, consciousness. The thinker, the thought and the object of thought- all
three are Brahman. It is the svarüpa of oneself.
Tat sükñmät sükñmataram: it is subtler than the subtlest. One can at least think of something very subtle.
But this is subtler than that. It is subtler than even a particle. A particle has no size; but it exists in
consciousness. That consciousness is the truth of the particle as well as the one who is conscious of the
particle. Brahman is subtler than the subtlest because it has no form, and it is the cause of everything
including the subtle space.
Tat vibhäti: it shines in various forms. Being the cause of everything, it is space, it is time, it is the sun,
it is the moon, it is the earth, it is the body, it is the mind and so on.167 It reveals itself in various forms. There
is no question of asking where to see and when to see Brahman.
Dürät sudüre: This Brahman is farther than the farthest. Dürät means 'than a very remote place.' It is
beyond that. It is beyond brahma-loka also. Brahma-loka is a long way to go. For the one who is trying to reach
Brahman, it is dürät sudüre, meaning, one can never reach it, if it implies distance, time can be one of the
intervening factors. Perhaps one can reach it after a long time. But it is something beyond the remote, which
one cannot reach at all. The one who searches for that limitless Brahman is Brahman. That is the point, it is
not really away. When one is searching, it is far away.
If one gives up the search without knowledge, then also it is far away---there is only despair! Brahman
is consciousness that sustains the despair. "I cannot get this Brahman. O! It is far away!" if one sits under a
tree waiting for Brahman to surface, it is definitely dürät sudüre, farther than the farthest. It is too difficult to
comprehend for the one who is not ready, who is not blessed with a teacher who knows the methodology of
teaching. That is why it is dürät sudüre. The idea conveyed here is that one should not look for Brahman as a
thing to be reached. There is no distance between oneself and Brahman.
Distance can be taken in terms of time. If something happens at a particular time, then it is an event.
Brahman is not an event, it is not going to happen in time. Only ageing will happen in time. The cognition 'I
am old' is because of Brahman. Both the young and the old are Brahman. So if one looks for Brahman in time,
it is not going to happen; so it is dürät sudüre.
If one employs an inappropriate means of knowledge, or looks upon the study of Vedanta as some
kind of intellectual exercise, leading to indirect knowledge, Brahman is far. It is not going to work. It only
sets one up for a trip. Vedanta must be looked upon as a means of knowledge so that one can relax and
listen. One cannot afford to get tensed up while being exposed to a means of knowledge. Brahman, that is the
ätman, is the subject matter here and it is ever experienced. There is no question of indirect lacking, it is only
in terms of lack of clarity. If Vedanta is looked upon as giving indirect knowledge, one will be eternally
waiting for some experience to take place. Brahman sustains that very expectation. So it will not take place.
Brahman becomes far, dürät sudüre. Even if one looks at Vedanta as means of knowledge, lack of
preparedness, like absence of çraddhä and so on, may keep Brahman away, and therefore, Brahman becomes
dürät sudüre.
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Since it is dürät sudüre, one may think that Brahman is far away; so the says, tad iha antike ca:
that Brahman is here, right now as the very self. The word 'iha' refers to time as well as space. In this
body right now one can gain Brahman since it is the self of the very knower.168 One is not required
to move an inch physically. Nor is a thought movement necessary. Every thought is Brahman. To
understand a pot one requires a thought modification to objectify the pot. Even that thought
modification is not required to understand Brahman. The Kenopaniñad says, "It is known in and
through every thought as the consciousness in the thought and the consciousness revealing the
thought and the consciousness revealing the thought itself!"169 It is available right now, here in the
buddhi. So it is antike, the nearest. The use of both near and far together reveals that it is neither far
nor near. It is oneself.
It is not the seeker blossoms into Brahman. Then, the Brahman-fragrance comes out
spreading divinity around! There is no scope for poetry here. One has to cut out all those frills. One
cannot fain Brahman poetically. Once one knows Brahman, then everything is poetry. Until then,
one has to be very objective and deliberate.
One requires a mind that is not poetic, a mind that is not trying to find now adjectives. One is
always interested in finding new adjectives. If one merely says, "It is a blue sky," it is not enough.
One has to say, "The spotless, vast, blue sky." In literature one may have to make it more descriptive
and flowery, if that is the style. But here, one is dealing with the teaching of the realities. One has to
drop all the adjectives.
In a subject matter like mathematics or physics there is no place for adjectives. What
adjectives will one use for the particle or the electron? There, at least one can say 'a moving electron'
and so on, because particles and electrons have attributes and location. But here it is not possible.
One has to seriously look into the need for removing the orientation towards adjectives. Only then
will the mind relax to see the vastu that is free from adjectives. Some people use adjectives for
Brahman like 'the supreme Brahman,' 'the divine Brahman' and so on. But Brahman is always free
from all attributes. What one needs are bare words, minimum words, and that too, words implying
Brahman. When words themselves have to depend upon their implied meaning to reveal Brahman,
adding more adjectives is fangerous.
Paçyatsvihaiva nihitaà guhäyäm: brahma is available right now, here, in the buddhi of people
who have I have viveka. It is recognised buddhi with the help of the words of the çästra. Guhäyäm
means buddhi.

165 idVy<

SvyMàÉm! AiniNÔy-gaecrm , ( mu{fk Éa:ym! )

166 sUúmadakazaderip

tTsUúmtr< inritzy< ih saEúMymSy, svRkar[Tvat!, ( mu{fk Éa:ym! )

167

ivÉait ivivxm! AaidTy-cNÔa*akare[ Éait dIPyte, ( mu{fk Éa:ym! )

168

#h dehe AiNtke smIpe c ivÊ;amaTmTvat!, svaRNtrTva½, ( mu{fk Éa:ym! )

169 àitbaexividt<

mtm!, (kenaepin;t! 2.4)

To be continued......
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